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Introduction 

The Original COGOV Proposal for WP5 
The original proposal for COGOV WP 5 proposed a study of co creation in the field of publicly 
funded cultural agencies and the co production of a territorial cultural strategy as a Work 
Package, taking the comparative cases of the Aix Marseilles Provence (AMP) Metropolis in 
France and London in the UK. The work was to be trialled in AMP and then a comparative 
analysis would take place in London, although doing so in a context sensitive manner and 
based more on case based analysis (see Appendix 1). The subsequent intention was to produce 
a more general model that might be replicated elsewhere. 

This present note reports early activity within London on WP5.1. It presents an overview of 
the cultural sector across London using desk research and a small number of initial scoping 
interviews conducted for WP2, as follows:   

Desk Research 
We recently undertook some basic desk research for this report by going onto the websites of 
key organizations (e.g. Greater London Assembly and Arts Council London) to pull out basic 
descriptive information about London and its cultural sector.  

Initial Scoping Interviews 
As part of WP2, short and exploratory interviews were undertaken with opinion leaders in 
various sectors, including three in London’s cultural sector. This provided a basic high level 
overview of the sector which we have also drawn on here to inform our mapping of key actors 
in London.  

London’s cultural sector – an overview 
This paper now introduces basic information on London’s cultural sector. The aim is to 
appraise the reader of the key dynamics and actors across the sector. .  

Where possible, we have sought to define the cultural sector and its subsectors as in the initial 
Deliverable 5.1. Thus we have drawn as our primary source of statistical information from the 
Inter Departmental Business Register (IDBR), an administrative database of registered 
businesses, and the Business Register and Employment Survey (Office for National Statistics, 
2019b, 2019a), which provides corresponding data regarding employment in those businesses. 
These enable us to define our sector based on Standard Industrial Classification codes. The 
first four digits of SIC codes are standardised with the NAF codes on which AMU colleagues 
have drawn, enabling us to somewhat replicate their definition of the cultural sector. However, 
as digits beyond the first four are not standardised, we are not consistently able to exactly 
match these NAF definitions (see Appendix 2). We therefore achieve good, but not total, 
comparability. 

Two limitations should be noted with regards to this data source. First, our access to it appears 
to be less complete than AMU colleagues’ access to their NAF code-based database. We do not 
have access to organisation-level data so cannot cross-tabulate all the variables we might want 
to. Second, the IDBR includes only organisations which are registered for either Value Added 
Tax (VAT) or Pay As You Earn (PAYE) income tax. To be obliged to register for VAT, an 
organisation needs a turnover of £85k of VAT-relevant income. To be required to register for 
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PAYE, one must have formal employees. The upshot is that official estimates suggest 55% of 
businesses remain unregistered for either of VAT or PAYE, so will not appear in these figures 
(Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, 2019). Consequently, the data cited 
here will help paint a broad picture of trends within London’s cultural sector but likely 
systematically understate its size, and skew towards larger, more established organisations. 

London as a territory 
Since the 1980s, both the economy and society of London have undergone significant shifts, 
alongside many other ex industrial cities in the global north (Pratt, 2009). Traditional 
economic sectors such as manufacturing and docks have gone into significant decline, with the 
disappearance of many factories. The economy of London has undergone profound 
liberalisation and globalization, with some parts of (mainly Inner London) emerging as a 
global and knowledge intensive city (notably the provision of financial services in the City of 
London). The associated eco system for the City includes various knowledge intensive services 
such as law and management consulting. At the same time, it should be recalled that lower 
paid service jobs (e.g. catering; cleaning) have grown up to support a cadre of well paid 
knowledge workers. Many of these support workers live in cheaper zones in Outer London and 
commute in to the centre: so the knowledge intensive city also produces strong social, 
economic and geographical inequalities. Other knowledge intensive clusters found in London 
include: a recently expanded higher education system (which combines a cluster of leading 
research intensive universities with a global profile with many universities with a strong 
regional profile and who emphasise access to education); think tanks (in the political domain); 
advertising agencies (in the sphere of consumption); bio medical and life sciences research 
(see https://www.medcityhq.com/); along with a well developed ICT related cluster in the Old 
Street area in North London (known as ‘Silicon Roundabout’). 

London’s economic and knowledge based eco system has similarities with the idea of (the path 
dependent) development of knowledge intensive regions and cities in the so called Triple Helix 
model found in Science and Technology Studies (of which Silicon Valley in California is the 
prime exemplar globally) (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000). 

Socially, there has been significant immigration into the capital with rapidly changing 
demographics in many London Boroughs. This demographic shift has helped create a more 
multi cultural society with a greater openness to different social experiences, cultures and 
cultural forms. For example, the acclaimed novels of Sadie Smith - including the well known 
‘White Teeth’ - explore life in her ethnically highly diverse home Borough of Brent in North 
West London (and have been chosen as a theme for Brent’s year as the London Borough of 
Culture, 2020).  

see https://www.brent2020.co.uk/programmes/zadie-smith/ 

The growth of the cultural sector is an important part of these wider shifts towards a post 
industrial city: recent data (Mateos-Garcia and Bakshi, 2016) suggest that the number and 
scale of creative businesses is significantly greater than in other non London clusters . The new 
idea of ‘cultural industries’ draws attention to the economic and employment contribution of 
culture as well its traditional aesthetic role. Culture is seen as a way of promoting social and 
economic regeneration, including in those localities hollowed out by the loss of old 
manufacturing jobs. 
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The idea of the ‘creative city’ (Scott, 2006; Pratt, 2008) draws attention to these wider trends 
towards a post industrial economy, and by expressing them in a spatial form, is often informed 
by concepts from human geography (e.g. gentrification of place). Cultural clusters cam emerge 
rapidly which then have the the benefit of co location and scale (see for example a case study 
of Hoxton in East London by Pratt 2009, considering some negative as well as positive aspects 
of its transformation). Pratt (2008, 2011) also draws attention to inequalities that persist in 
the cultural sector. 

The UK cultural sector 
Culture is an important part of the UK’s social fabric. The 2015-17 Active Lives Survey for Arts 
Council England (2018a) demonstrated that 69.84% of adults had attended a museum, arts 
venue or activity over the previous 12 months. The Department for Digital, Culture, Media and 
Sport’s (‘DCMS’; 2019b) recent Taking Part survey suggested a headline figure of 77% having 
engaged with the arts over a similar period. This represents high cultural engagement relative 
to other European countries, and comparable engagement to that in France (see Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1 - Cultural engagement (ilc_scp03: Eurostat, 2019b) 

However, cultural engagement in the UK is asymmetrically distributed across demographic 
and social lines. The Taking Part survey reported significant disparities in levels of cultural 
participation between ethnic groups (Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, 2019). 
Those self-describing as of mixed ethnicity had the highest levels of participation over the past 
twelve months (88.7%) with those describing themselves as Asian having the lowest (59.79%). 
Similar disparities are visible between those classified in higher (85.4%) and lower (67.0%) 
socio-economic groups based on their employment. Both these disparities are reproduced in 
the Active Lives survey (Arts Council England, 2018a). 

Cultural and creative activities are also economically significant. They are the object of 
significant household expenditure. In 2019, UK households spent 4.6% of their overall 
expenditure on cultural products and services, compared to 2.9% across the EU (Eurostat, 
2019a, p.177). DCMS (2019) estimated that the cultural sector accounted 659,000 jobs in 2018 
(2% of all UK employment). Considering the wider creative industries, of which the cultural 
sector is part, increases this number to 2.0m (6.2% of all UK jobs). This is high by EU 
standards. Figure 2 highlights the UK’s consistent reliance on cultural employment relative to 
France, and the EU27. 
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Figure 2 - Cultural sector employment (cult_emp_sex: Eurostat, 2020a) 

Accordingly, culture and the creative industries are structurally important to the UK economy. 
Almost one in eight UK businesses falls within the creative industries (Creative Industries 
Federation, 2020a; Office for National Statistics, 2019b). While the broad banner of the 
creative industries includes organisations not generally considered cultural – such as those 
involved in the digital sector – cultural sector organisations alone account for 4.6% of UK 
businesses (Office for National Statistics, 2019b).  

However, creative-sector organisations are distributed highly asymmetrically across UK 
regions. In this report, we define the ‘creative industries’ as including both what D5.1 calls 
‘directly’ and ‘indirectly’ cultural organisations. Using that definition, Table 1 describes the 
numbers of registered businesses in the UK by region. This highlights that the creative 
industries account for only 4.98% of registered businesses in Northern Ireland, but as much 
as 20.70% of those in London. In Nesta’s analysis of ‘creative clusters’ in the UK, one third of 
said clusters were in London and the South East (Mateos-Garcia and Bakhshi, 2016). 

Table 1 – Creative industries organisations by UK region 

Region Number Proportion of all organisations in 
region 

East 31,605 11.63% 
East Midlands 15,105 8.37% 
London 108,125 20.70% 
North East 5,430 7.71% 
North West 23,480 8.80% 
Northern Ireland 3,715 4.98% 
Scotland 15,700 8.87% 
South East 62,680 15.10% 
South West 24,920 10.63% 
Wales 7,245 6.83% 
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West Midlands 18,115 8.47% 
Yorkshire and The Humber 15,760 8.48% 
Total 331,880 12.21% 

SOURCE: INTER DEPARTMENTAL BUSINESS REGISTER (OFFICE FOR NATIONAL STATISTICS, 2019B) 

While most creative businesses are small – 95% employ fewer than ten people – they make a 
significant contribution to the UK economy (Creative Industries Federation, 2020b). The 
Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (2020, p.9) estimates that they contributed 
£111.7bn in 2018. This represents a 7.4% increase on 2017, which is more than five times more 
than the wider economy. International comparisons bear out the high significance of the 
cultural sector to the UK economy. Figure 3 illustrates the relative reliance of the UK, France 
and the EU27 on their cultural sectors.  

 
Figure 3 - Contribution to economies (cult_ent_val: Eurostat, 2020b) 

Yet despite this prominence, the UK allocates a comparatively small proportion of public 
spending to culture: only 0.6% in 2017, compared to an EU average of 1.0% (Eurostat, 2019a, 
p.195). Partly because of this, the sector faces what one interviewee called ‘a continual pressure 
on funding’. With a third of the workforce self-employed (Creative Industries Federation, 
2020b), both individuals and organisations face precarious financial situations. These have 
only worsened following the COVID-19 pandemic. A survey for the Creative Industries 
Federation saw 73% of respondents predict annual turnover would fall by more than 50% 
(Oxford Economics, 2020). The report projected this could result in a loss of £29bn of the 
sector’s contribution to the economy, and 409,000 jobs. 

London’s Cultural sector 
Overview 
It is against this national background that London’s cultural sector operates. It is among the 
largest in the world, including 170 museums, 857 art galleries and over 250 festivals each year 
(Greater London Authority, 2015). The sector generates £47bn per annum, accounting for a 
sixth of London’s jobs (Mayor of London, 2018a; Greater London Authority, 2016). 
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Interviewees spoke passionately about the extent to which culture helped London achieve 
wider goals: ‘we know that culture drives a huge range of outcomes from social integration to 
jobs and skills to economic growth’. 

Yet this substantial activity is only loosely coordinated by Government. One interviewee 
described ‘a lack of policy’ at national level. London itself has an increasing focus on cultural 
policy: its directly elected Mayor publishes a quadrennial cultural strategy. The Mayor lacks 
executive control over the sector. London’s thirty-two boroughs develop their own cultural 
approaches and are not obliged to defer to the Mayor. Indeed, the Mayor may have more 
influence on culture through functions outside its formal cultural office. One interviewee cast 
the GLA’s planning function as London’s ‘most important cultural department’ because its 
policies more directly bound boroughs in decisions affecting cultural organisations.  

Yet boroughs’ own cultural functions have been radically affected by austerity cuts over the 
past decade. Between 2010/11 and 2013/4, spending on cultural and related services by 
London boroughs fell by 24% (London Councils, 2014, p.11). Today, it is not uncommon for 
boroughs’ culture teams to include only one or two members of staff. 

Without significant governmental coordination, London’s culture sector is considerably more 
multipolar and complex than others may be. Government does act, but largely through 
influence and funding rather than direct mandate. Moreover, such funding is comparatively 
modest. Despite recently shifting some funding away from London, the Arts Council continues 
to be substantially the most important funder of the capital’s cultural organisations. During 
2018-22, it plans to award more than £500m nationally each year (Arts Council, 2018), of 
which over £180m per annum has thus far gone to London (Arts Council England, 2018d, 
2018b). With other major funders like the Heritage Lottery Fund also important, government 
bodies are only one factor among many in London’s crowded cultural sector. As one 
interviewee observed: 

I think the interesting thing with that, with the research you’re undertaking is the 
comparisons with other cities in Europe who might have a stronger funding role for 
their larger cultural institutions. It’s not the same here. 

Yet while London’s cultural sector is comparatively uncoordinated, it is highly significant to 
the city. Figure 4 illustrates the number of registered organisations in the creative industries. 
It highlights the significant predominance of organisations in the digital sector, but also 
significant numbers in arts and audio-visual sectors. Overall, there were 108,125 registered 
organisations in this group, of which 47,740 were directly cultural (Office for National 
Statistics, 2019b). Vitally, as Table 1 (p.6) highlights, this represents 20.70% of all London’s 
registered organisations. 
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This large cohort of businesses employs a significant number of people. Togni (2015) 
estimated 551,400 were employed in 2014. By 2018, DCMS (2019a) estimated a number 
around 600,000. In 2020, a report for the Creative Industries Federation suggested there were 
as many as 688,000. Our figures for employment identified 577,450 jobs, or 10.93% of all jobs 
in the capital. While this probably underestimates the true number of people working in the 
sector (see p.Error! Bookmark not defined.), it is broadly in line with other estimates. 
Figure 5 illustrates this employment by subsector, highlighting again the heavy preponderance 
of the digital subsector. 

 
Figure 5 - Creative employment in London, 2018 (Office for National Statistics, 2019a) 

The organisations captured by these data are predominantly established as companies. 
illustrates that 96,780 of the 108,125 organisations registered (89.5%) had this legal status. 
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However, the limitations of this dataset are particularly pertinent here: sole proprietors, 
partnerships and non-profits are considerably more likely than companies to be unregistered 
for either VAT or PAYE. This is particularly true in the cultural sector where VAT exemptions 
take more organisations beneath the VAT registration threshold. It is therefore difficult to 
establish the true proportions of organisations of different legal statuses. For instance, official 
estimates suggest 45% of all organisations are registered, but only 13% of sole proprietorships 
(Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, 2019, p.6). 

Table 2 - Registered organisations in London's cultural sector, 2019 

Legal status Directly 
cultural 

Indirectly 
cultural 

Total 

Company (including building society) 38,415 58,365 96,780 
Sole proprietor 7,625 965 8,590 
Partnership 935 140 1,075 
Non-profit body or mutual 
association 

695 920 1,615 

Central government 15 5 20 
Total 47,685 60,395 108,08

0 
SOURCE: INTER DEPARTMENTAL BUSINESS REGISTER (OFFICE FOR NATIONAL STATISTICS, 2019B) 

Despite the size and economic importance of London’s cultural sector, engagement in culture 
is comparatively low. Figure 6 highlights that London sees low proportions of cultural 
engagement among residents compared to other parts of the UK. With so many high-profile 
and prestigious cultural organisations centred in London, this seems puzzling. However, it will 
be partly explained by examining the regional variation present within London, to which we 
turn now. 

 
Figure 6 - Percentage art engagement in last 12 months, 2018/19. Excludes engagement for 
employment or study. Source : DCMS (2019b, p.11) 
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Regional variation  
London comprises 32 boroughs and the City of London, a small central area not constituted 
as a borough, but not part of any other borough or local jurisdiction. This section examines 
the differences between these local units to characterise how cultural activity is spread across 
the city. 

The last section concluded by highlighting the puzzlingly low levels of cultural participation 
recorded in London. To better explain this, we now examine how this participation varies 
across the city. Figure 7 presents data from the Active Lives survey related to participation in 
the arts, museums and galleries. It demonstrates the preponderance of cultural participation 
within London’s prestigious and affluent centre. The City of London is the only area in the top 
category, with 92%.  The City of London is the only area in the top category, with 92%. This 
compares with 55% in the borough where participation was lowest, Barking and Dagenham. 

 

 

This pattern is partly explained by the geographical distribution of cultural organisations 
themselves. This is illustrated in Figure 8, which shows the number of directly cultural 
organisations located in each borough. While there are 115 in Barking and Dagenham, 

Figure 7 - Percentage participation in arts, museums or galleries in last 12 months (Arts Council England, 
2018a) 
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Westminster is home to 5,800, including the National Gallery, National Portrait Gallery, and 
English National Ballet. Once again, the pattern of concentration in London’s centre is 
immediately visible. Indeed, this pattern is possibly understated by representing these data as 
raw counts of organisations, as many of those central boroughs are considerably smaller than 
those in outer London. There are 2.1 registered cultural organisations per square kilometre in 
Havering, and 303.0 in the City of London (or 269.9 in Westminster). Barking and Dagenham 
has 1,078 residents per registered cultural organisation. Westminster has 45; the City of 
London only nine (Greater London Authority, 2018a; Office for National Statistics, 2019b). 

Accordingly, cultural employment is divided highly unequally across boroughs. The Business 
Register and Employment Survey identifies 277,550 jobs in directly cultural organisations 
(Office for National Statistics, 2019a).  Figure 9 shows how these jobs are spread across 
boroughs, emphasising their concentration in just a handful of central boroughs. Combined, 
Westminster, Camden and Islington account for 43% of all identified jobs within London’s 
registered cultural organisations. 

Figure 8 - Number of registered directly cultural organisations by London borough (Office for 
National Statistics, 2019b) 
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Figure 9 - Spread of jobs across boroughs (Office for National Statistics, 2019a) 

Consequently, the cultural sector’s economic importance varies borough-by-borough. Directly 
cultural organisations account for 5.26% of all London’s employment in registered 
organisations. However, within individual boroughs this ranges from 0.85% (Barking and 
Dagenham) to 11.00% (Islington). Figure 10 highlights this by colour-coding boroughs 
according the proportions of their total employment falling within the cultural sector. This 
joins earlier maps in emphasising a centralised pattern, bit also nuances their messages. For 
instance, while the City of London accounts for a high proportion of London’s cultural jobs, 
those jobs make up only 2.76% of employment in the City, reflecting the City’s status as a high-
employment area overall. Equally, while Figure 8 illustrates that Hounslow contains relatively 
few cultural organisations (885), it still relies on the sector for 5.7% of its employment, 
reflecting the presence of very large cultural employers among that number (London Borough 
of Hounslow, n.d.).  
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While London’s high-profile and prestigious cultural organisations are centred in its 

prestigious centre, different areas also focus on different sectors. Figure 11 highlights the 
subsector within each borough accounting for the most employment. There is a cluster of 
reliance on audiovisual employment in west London, reflecting the growing film and broadcast 
industry there (London Borough of Hounslow, 2018). A similar cluster of press activity is 
evident around London’s political centre. However, Figure 11 is intended to imply only which 
subsectors are important to each borough; not which boroughs are important to that 
subsector. In all subsectors, the single largest number of jobs is found in either Westminster 
or Islington. Notwithstanding the qualitative variation in the subsectors in which boroughs 
are engaged, London remains a highly centralised cultural territory. 

Figure 10 - Proportion of all jobs in (directly) cultural sector, 2019 (ONS, 2019a)  
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Figure 11 - Boroughs, colour-coded by subsector with highest number of jobs (Office for National 
Statistics, 2019a) 

Key challenges  
The creative sector within the UK can be seen as a thriving one, as of 2019 the sector had an 
annual growth of £390 million with a total economic contribution of £10.8 billion a year, as 
well as providing 363,700 jobs nationwide (Centre for Economics and Business Research, 
2019). Despite the industry’s rapid growth, it is still fraught with challenges, namely 
surrounding a lack of funding, whether this is in regards to funding cutbacks, an economic 
downturn or a lack of consumer engagement. The fickle consumer preferences and tastes 
associated with the consumption of the arts in conjunction with the sector’s long-standing 
dependence on external funding results in a lack of resilience (BritianThinks, 2018; TBR, 
2015). This financial dependency on external sources due to organizational level financial 
scarcity is known to have prominent effects on varied elements of the firm in question such as 
repertoire, innovation, quality and overall performance due to the ties and conditions 
associated with voluntary funding packages (Barman, 2008).  

At present considering the current global pandemic that is Covid-19, this ever-present problem 
of funding scarcity within the arts sector has come to the forefront as there is now a major 
threat to the industry’s survival. With all arts organizations within the UK closing their doors 
on the 16th of March 2020, due to lockdown protocols all organizations remained closed for 
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four and a half months, with gradual reopening allowed from the 1st of August as long as social 
distancing can be maintained, as well as all safety protocols (Gov.uk, 2020a). This prolonged 
period of closure and complete lack of earned revenues is posing a real challenge and risk to 
the arts sector at large. These closures being referred to as a cultural catastrophe, with 
409,000 creative jobs within the UK expected to be lost at the end of the furlough scheme, as 
well as a projected a combined revenue drop of £77 billion for the creative industries as a 
whole, in addition to a GVA drop of £29 billion (Creative Industries Federation, 2020). In 
response numerous initiatives have been set up directly from the UK government through 
DCMS, as well through funding bodies such as Arts Council England to ensure the survival of 
arts organizations that are under financial strain, this including emergency loans, grants, as 
well a funding to undertake necessary renovations and construction (ACE,2020e). For 
instance Arts Council England had made £500 million available for emergency assistance 
grants and loans, specifically targeted at cultural organizations that were financial stable 
before Covid-19 but are now at imminent risk of failure and closure, by way of their Culture 
Recovery fund (ACE,2020e). The most significant cultural relief funding initiative is the £1.57 
billion investment provided by the UK Government via the Department for Digital, Culture, 
Media and Sport, this being the largest ever one-off investment in UK culture and aims to 
provide a lifeline to vital cultural and heritage organizations that were financially hit by the 
pandemic, and allow them to  keep aloft while their door are closed (Gov.Uk, 2020b). There 
are significant efforts being made at present to ensure the continued survival of the arts 
industry despite the unprecedented times, however the long-term future of the arts sector still 
remains relatively ambiguous in light of the uncertain nature of the current climate and the 
prolonged financial implications on cultural organizations.  

The financial concerns facing the arts industry, do not only exist at an organizational level, but 
are also a problem faced on an individual level in regard to the lack of sufficient salaries facing 
those who work within the sector. Low salaries and unstable working hours have always been 
an epidemic within the arts sector, with a large proportion of the industry working on seasonal, 
part-time, freelance or short-term contracts (European Parliament, 2019). This being the 
primary reason why people leave the arts sector, and also appears to prevent the industry from 
attracting skilled workers from other rival sectors (Nordicity and The Stage, 2017). Despite 
this being a long standing problem within the industry, recent years have pushed employees 
to new limits in terms of a lack of adequate salaries (Museums Association, 2019). The 
austerity of the past decade in the UK has seen wages frozen or cut across publicly run or 
funded institutions nationwide, while the costs of living soared and inflation averaging 3.1% 
since 2009, this combination has resulted in numerous front-of-house employees earning 
below the breadline. Causing an employee led push for the arts industry to work towards 
paying the Real Living Wage rate as a minimum, which was calculated at £10.55 per hour in 
London for 2019-2020 (Museums Association, 2019).  

Further to financial concerns, there are numerous other problems within the cultural sector 
these predominantly being the lack of access to the arts for the majority of the population 
namely children and young people, as well as a lack of racial diversity and inclusion for those 
within disabilities working in the arts as a sector (McLennan, 2016).  A 2015 Arts Council 
commissioned study on equality and diversity within the arts, assessed individual 
participation and engagement within a breadth of artist activities based on socio-economic 
and demographic factors such as age, gender and race (Consilium, 2013). Findings suggested 
that there is considerably lower engagement with the arts by minority ethnic groups as well as 
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people within lower socio-economic groups, although such findings cannot be oversimplified 
nor can the practical and physiological aspects that influence such behavers failed to be 
addressed. It can be suggested that many of the identified practical, psychological and 
institutional barriers that result in lower participation within the arts are beyond the direct 
control of the arts and cultural sector, however it is vital for individual organizations, the arts 
sector as a whole, as well arts funders such as Arts Council England to take all actions 
necessary to lessen these barriers and make an impact ensuring the free access to the arts for 
all (Consilium, 2013).  A joint study by Nordicity and The Stage has found that the workforce 
within the cultural sector lacks diversity in numerous ways, for example only 5% of employees 
within the cultural sector self-identify as disabled compared to the 16% within the general 
population (Nordicity and The Stage, 2017). In addition, 93% of employees are Caucasian, 
compared to the 86% of the general population, with no BAME group being greater than 1% 
(Nordicity and The Stage, 2017). An increased effort to combat these challenges can be seen 
within the hiring policies of individual organizations, as well as the assurance of a diverse and 
well considered range of artistic actives which provide a space for all demographics within 
repertory selection. Furthermore, steps have been taken within Arts Council England to 
ensure diversity within the creative sector, this being seen through overall organizational goals 
and funding aims, as well as the annual publication of the Equality, Diversity and the Creative 
Case report, which monitors the annual employment statistics and participation of individuals 
within the arts in order to ensure that progress is always be made to bridge the existing gap 
(ACE,2018c).  

In addition, the cultural sector within London faces some specific location based issues, 
namely those of the negative ramification of regeneration on artists within the city. More 
specifically culture-led regeneration has been criticised as it can lead to rapid gentrification, 
which has a negative impact on the long-term residents, artists, shop keepers and activists 
whose cultural dynamism attracted the regeneration (London Assembly, 2017). The UK 
government has been actively promoting culture as a means of regenerating towns and cities 
since the 1970s, although such culturally led regeneration efforts have been successful at 
times, they are intrinsically linked to rising property prices displacing those already living 
within the community (London Assembly, 2017). Considering areas such as Hackney and 
Shoreditch which were originally rundown areas full of artists taking advantage of the cheap 
warehouse spaces, have now been completely regenerated due to the young artistic culture 
that was prevalent within these areas (Pratt, 2009). However this regeneration has completely 
displaced the young artistic community that drove this regeneration effort, with the 
continuous efforts to regenerate and gentrify other areas within the city, artists are getting 
pushed further out of the city due to rising rents and the destruction of art spaces for new 
residential developments. It is being estimated that 30% of the city’s artists, approximately 
3,500 people had lost her workspaces as of 2019 (London Assembly, 2017; Pratt, 2009). 
Considering these problems as well as a vehement desire to retain London’s cultural 
vibrancy and diversity, efforts are being made to guard against further destructive 
regeneration through the implementation of policies which aim to protect cultural venue as 
well as the original cultural offerings of a local (Pratt, 2009).  
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Key actors and strategic change 
Arts Council  
Arts Council England has changed drastically since its inception in in the early 1940’s, 
originally known as the Council for the Encouragement of Music and the Arts (CEMA) was 
founded as a wartime initiative, with the help of private funding from the Pilgrim Trust 
(Hutchison, 1982; Keynes, 1945). Originally being tasked with the continued preservation of 
traditional standards of arts and culture during a time of war, as well as the dissemination of 
music, drama and movies to areas that have been cut off from the arts, such as air-raid shelters, 
war-time hostels, factories and mining villages in order to boost national moral during WWII 
(Keynes, 1945; Sinclair, 1995). Throughout the war, the ambitions and scope of CEMA 
increased, soon allowing for the organization to be sponsored by the Board of Education 
through Treasury grants, rather than private aid, culminating in the sponsorship of numerous 
organizations of a wider artistic variety, reaching a total of 46 organizations prior to the end 
of the war (Keynes, 1945; The Arts Council of Great Britain, 1945). However, in 1945 as the 
war drew to a close, the fate of CEMA was unknown, as CEMA was founded as a purely war 
time initiative, which was not due to carry on during times of peace. Despite its original aims, 
on June 12th, 1945, the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced in the House of Commons that 
CEMA would go on to be a new permeant organization, this new body would be incorporated 
as an autonomous body with a new name of the Arts Council of Great Britain, and new advisory 
committees for Wales and Scotland (The Arts Council of Great Britain, 1945; Sinclair,1995; 
Keynes,1945).   

After its inception as a permeant organization the strength and funding power of The Arts 
Council of Great Britain grew steadily over time, based on three core aims to increase the 
distribution of the audiences of the arts, improve the standards of execution in the arts and to 
encourage an adequate system of professional training. Subsequently in 1994 the Arts Council 
of Great Britain was to dissolve into national constituents,  the Scottish and Welsh Arts 
Councils, which had up until then been sub-committees of the ACGB, became independent 
bodies with their own Royal Charters, to be funded by the Scottish and Welsh Offices, similarly 
arts in England would now be funded by the newly established Arts Council England (The Arts 
Council of Great Britain,1993; The Arts Council of Great Britain,1994, Tomlin,2015).  

For several years now the funding powers and scope of Arts Council England have far exceeded 
the original aims of the organization at inception, now being one the largest arts funding 
organization within the UK. In light of this growth it has been necessary for the aims and goals 
of the council to shift. In recent years ACE has tried to realign their funding patterns and aims, 
in light of certain criticisms and assumptions made about their funding practices, doing so in 
order to keep up to date with the expectations and needs of a modern cultural market. 
Although some semblance of the original CEMA aims do exist at present through the Arts 
Council’s continued aims of artistic excellence, the remaining goals of the council have 
transformed to ensure that present problems within the cultural sector are considered, namely 
access to the arts for everyone, the reliance and sustainability of the arts industry, diversity 
and skill within individuals working within the creative industries as well as access to the arts 
for children and young people (ACE, 2013).  
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Within ACE’s latest 2020 report “Lets Create” that outlines the organizations funding aims 
and plans for the next 10 years, new aims for funding outcomes, as well as investment 
objectives have been provided:  

Investment Principals  

• Ambition and Quality 
• Dynamism 
• Environmental Responsibility 
• Inclusivity and Relevance (ACE, 2020a) 

The Outcomes  

• Creative People – How people can develop personal creativity at every stage of 
their lives 

• Cultural Communities – How culture is created by and with people in their 
communities 

• A Creative and Cultural Country – The development of an innovative, 
collaborative and 
internationally- facing professional cultural sector (ACE, 2020a).  

 
All organizations funded by ACE over the next 10 years must exemplify these four investment 
principals as well as have plans on improving their performance against them. Progress 
against these objectives should be monitored by each individual organization’s board and 
relayed back to Arts Council England to ensure that each organization’s plan is appropriate 
and suitably ambitious (ACE, 2020a).  The most recent funding cycle began in 2018 and will 
run until 2022, within this funding cycle there are three predominant funding streams, these 
being the National Portfolio Organizations, Lottery Project grants and The ACE Development 
Fund.  

• National Portfolio Organizations  
 
This stream makes up the council’s core investment to arts organizations and museums 
in England, at present Portfolio Funding is offered to 828 established arts 
organizations, museums and libraries though the National Portfolio organization 
programme. This funding stream is run in four-year cycles, with all organisations are 
funded for the entire period. At present these 828 organizations are receiving £407 
million per year, this includes £336 million of grant-in-aid and £71 million of National 
Lottery Funding (ACE, 2018a; ACE, 2020b). 
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• Arts Council National Lottery Project Grants  
 
National Lottery Project Grants are an open access funding programme available to 
the arts, museums as well as libraries. This scheme provided grants ranging from 
£1,000 to £100,000 with an annual budget of £97.3 million of National Lottery 
funding (ACE,2020c). The current focus of these scheme will be based around the 
needs of smaller independent organisations and individual practitioners, aiming to 
further supports thousands of individual artists, communities and cultural 
organizations.  
 

• Arts Council Development Funds 
 
This funding stream focuses on diversity, resilience, innovation in business models, 
leadership development and the creation of more pathways for a wider range of people 
to become involved in the arts and culture sector. Overall Arts Council England’s 
development funds will receive £72.2 million per year, this funding being distributed 
within a variety of different awards including Creative People and Places, Developing 
your Creative Practice, Elevate, Designation Development Fund and Transforming 
Leadership (ACE, 2020d) 

Of the funding streams discussed, it has been suggested funding is weighted heavily towards 
organizations within London, at present 39.7% of all National Portfolio Funding is allocated 
to 252 organizations within the GLA (ACE, 2018). The map below details the disbursement of 
Portfolio Organizations within London shedding further insight into the funding distribution 
within London.  
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Figure 12 – Number of National Portfolio Organizations by Borough (ACE, 2018b) 

 

The GLA and the Mayor of London 
The Greater London Authority is London’s municipal tier of government and, since 2000 has 
included a directly elected Mayor with powers across several sectors. Gradual rebalancing of 
national funding away from London left particularly London’s smaller cultural organisations 
outside its prestigious centre struggling for funding. Early Mayoral responses attempted to 
push back at such rebalancing efforts, warning about killing London’s cultural ‘golden goose’ 
(Mayor of London, 2014c). Since 2016 and Sadiq Khan’s accession to the mayoralty, there 
appear to be increasing efforts to adjust to that change by directing Mayoral funding and 
attention towards London’s outer boroughs. 
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This has been reflected in the Mayor’s quadrennial Cultural Strategies. Early strategies tended 
to emphasise London’s high-profile cultural bodies. Titled Cultural metropolis and strongly 
influenced by showpiece events like the 2012 London Olympics, the 2010 and 2014 Mayoral 
Cultural strategy’s first listed priority was ‘Maintaining London’s position as a world city for 
culture’ (Mayor of London, 2010, 2014b). More recent efforts have placed a greater emphasis 
on diffusing the focus of London’s cultural life outwards. Place-based initiatives like Creative 
Enterprise Zones (CEZs) and particularly London Borough of Culture (LBoC; Greater London 
Authority, 2018b, 2019) have directed funding and attention to boroughs beyond the centre 
(see Figure ). The former funds industry-development work within specified small ‘zones’ 
within or across boroughs. The latter provides funding and profile for a year of cultural activity 
across a borough. Meanwhile the Culture Seeds microgrants programme has targeted 
organisations and individuals who characteristically struggle to access conventional sources 
of funding (Mayor of London, 2019c). 

 

This trend towards attending to less well-known cultural areas is evident throughout the 
Mayor’s cultural work. The Mayor’s Office has recently published a ‘cultural map’ of the capital 
to identify cultural venues and encourage future planning to take account of them. This 
includes not only high-profile galleries and theatres, but also pubs (Greater London Authority, 
2018c, pt.HC7), skate parks and LGBT+ spaces (Mayor of London, 2017c, 2019a). Major 
Mayoral development initiatives have been targeted towards less traditionally affluent cultural 
sectors. For instance, £385m of Mayoral funds have gone to East Bank, a cultural development 
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Figure 13 - Winners of LBoC and CEZ awards (GLA, 2018b, 2019) 
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sector located on the site of the Olympic Park, which was located at the junction between 
Hackney, Newham, Tower Hamlets and Waltham Forest (Mayor of London, 2018b). 

This partly aims to tackle London’s increasing scarcity of grassroots venues and affordable 
workspaces. This has prompted a wide range of Mayoral initiatives, such as a Creative Land 
Trust (Mayor of London, 2019b) and a Culture at Risk Office which responds to alerts about 
venues struggling to survive. Creative Enterprise Zones (Greater London Authority, 2017) also 
aim to preserve affordable artists’ space. Recently, the Culture at Risk Office has taken on a 
greater importance as the sector has been hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

What is evident across these policy initiatives is a growing effort to work by influencing and 
convening other actors within the sector. Place-based initiatives like CEZs and LBoC are built 
around bidding processes that aim to raise culture on bidding councils’ agendas, whether or 
not they eventually win. The Cultural Infrastructure Map aims to create resources for culture-
aware local planning decisions.  

This influence-led approach is also exemplified by the Mayor’s appointment of a Cultural 
Leadership Board with which to form his strategy. Featuring cultural leaders from across 
London organisations, this body aims to support coordination and cooperation across the 
sector (Cultural Leadership Board, 2017; Mayor of London, 2017b). Its work currently 
emphasises increasing diversity in the arts. There is also some coordination between the 
Mayor and the Arts Council, the Mayor making several appointments to the Council’s London 
Area Council (Arts Council England, 2018c). The GLA contributes to groups like the London 
Culture Forum, which aims to bring together culture officers across London Boroughs; and 
London Funders, a coalition of organisations funding civil society interventions in the city 

In part, this networked model was inevitable given the lack of strong executive control. One 
interviewee cast the Mayor’s strategy as ‘not devolved or decentralised, but [taking] into quite 
a lot of consideration all the different axis, views and different opinions’. London boroughs 
and national funders set their own strategies. For the GLA to succeed, it must therefore 
attempt to create visions, programmes and funding streams which appeal to boroughs and 
other funders. When realised, such a strategy involves ‘a lot of that is collaborative and 
voluntary, rather than mandated’. London’s cultural sector makes such a collaborative 
approach attractive. 

Other funders  
In recent years the arts sector has been forced to diversity their revenue sources in order to 
maintain and promote further growth in the industry (Bazalgette, 2015). It has been suggested 
that this evolution of income sources, was not a choice but in fact a necessity due to several 
local and national funding bodies decreasing their philanthropic support due to the recent 
financial crisis, this being especially problematic as most arts organizations require more 
external funding on a yearly basis. Historically numerous studies have been conducted, in 
order to ascertain how cultural  organizations remain financially viable in light of their lack of 
earned revenues, one of which is a 1998 investigation conducted by the United Kingdom 
Government into the mapping of the creative industries’ income sources, which allows for an 
in-depth break down of industry wide revenues into six primary sources (GOV.UK, 1998).  This 
study provides an explicit break down for the revenue sources for performing arts 
organizations, suggesting at the time such firms were on average only earning 37% of their 
total income through Box Office revenue, whereas the remaining 63% of their income was 
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derived from a variety of voluntary income sources such as Arts Council funding and capital 
grants.  A graphical depiction of this study can be seen in the figure below:  

 

 
Figure 14 : Breakdown of Funding sources of Performing arts organizations (Gov.UK, 

1998) 
 

In addition to funding available to arts organizations from Arts Council England or Local 
Authority grants, there are a myriad of different organizations and funding streams available 
to cultural organizations within the UK. These funding distributors include organizations such 
as private charities, arts foundations, the Heritage Lottery fund, as well as private and 
corporate donors.  

Although it could be suggested that funding sources and their prominence within the cultural 
sector would have shifted since the publication of these findings, it still allows for an 
understanding of the scale and diversity of funding available within the UK’s cultural sector. 
Further to the funders already discussed, there are some alternative funding agencies that play 
a prominent role within cultural philanthropy, namely the Paul Hamlyn Foundation as well as 
the National Lottery Heritage Fund:  

• Paul Hamlyn Foundation 
 
Established in 1987, the Paul Hamlyn Foundation aims to help people overcome 
disadvantage and a lack of opportunity in order to allow them to realize their potential 
and enjoy fulfilling and creative lives (Paul Hamlyn Foundation, 2020a). With a 
specific focus on providing support for young people as well highlighting the 
importance of the arts both in the UK and in India (Paul Hamlyn Foundation, 2020a). 
Unlike statutory funding organizations, the Paul Hamlyn as an independent charitable 
foundation has the ability to back riskier pockets for a longer period of time, to ensure 
the continuation of the vital organizations and resources (Paul Hamlyn Foundation, 
2020b).  
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• Heritage Lottery Funding 

 
The National Lottery Heritage fund is the largest dedicated funder of heritage in the 
UK covering the full breath of nature, cultural and intangible heritage, supporting a 
variety of disciplines and projects such a nature, designed landscape, cultural 
traditions, historic buildings, museums, libraries as well as industrial, maritime and 
transport history (Heritage Fund, 2019, 2020). Since its inception in 1994 National 
Lottery Grants amounting to £8 billion have been distributed to more then 44,000 
projects, with the primary aim of bringing heritage into better condition as well as 
ensuring it is fully accessible to a diverse audience and provides users with wider 
benefits (Heritage Fund, 2019). The Heritage Fund provides a wide variety of differing 
funding streams in order to ensure a larger percentage of project eligibility, through 
which they expect to invest roughly £1.2 billion in UK heritage between 2019 and 2024, 
during  which time funding will focus on landscapes and nature as well as community 
heritage (Heritage Fund, 2019).   

 

Local authorities  
Until recently local authorise provided vast amounts of funds to cultural organizations, despite 
such funding not falling under their direct remit, as apart from libraries, arts and culture are 
not statutory services for local authorities (London Councils, 2014, 2015). Councils have a long 
history of supporting arts and cultural infrastructure and activities in recognition that the 
contribution they make assists in creating healthier, happier, more cohesive and prosperous 
communities (London Councils, 2014, 2015). However, recent years have seen large funding 
cut and local authority budget shrinkage, resulting in a drastic reduction in arts and cultural 
funding over the past decade.  

In 2015, London Councils undertook research as to how London’s boroughs can continue to 
support local arts and culture in the current financial climate. Prior to this London local 
government made major contributions to cultural provision in the capital, as of the 2013/14 
financial year they spent £232 million on arts and culture (BOP Consulting, 2014; London 
Councils, 2015). However in light of financial pressures core local government funding 
reducing by 60 per cent in real terms from 2010/11 to the end of 2019/20, this resulted in a 
reduction in  boroughs’ direct spend on arts and culture in recent years (BOP Consulting, 2014; 
London Councils, 2020).By the end of the current financial year 2015/16, core local 
government funding will have reduced by 44 per cent in real terms since 2010/11,  however 
with further budget cuts councils are expected to face a funding gap of more than £2.4 billion 
by the end of 2020 (London Councils, 2020). In light of the drastic budget cuts incurred as 
well as the non-statutory nature of cultural services, they have been hit hardest by these cuts, 
resulting in the closures of numerous libraries and local or community art organization 
(London Councils, 2015).  

 However outside of London, local authorities have until now remined the largest funder of 
arts and cultural organizations, with member councils investing over £2 billion per year to 
museums, libraries and other cultural services and playing a key role in increasing exposure 
to culture for communities across the country (Local Government Association, 2019). 
However similarly to the deficit faced by London boroughs over the past 10 years, the funding 
abilities of rural councils is also diminishing. As councils will face an overall funding gap of £8 
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billion by 2025, meaning that many are no longer able to invest as much in our arts, museums 
and libraries as they would like. 

This overall reduction in funding available to local councils and by association funding 
available to local cultural organizations, has created a created funding scarcity within the 
cultural sector, resulting in the closures of numerous local cultural establishments as well as a 
greater demand and dependence upon Arts Council England funding. In light of this shift in 
cultural funding powers, the Local Government Association has signed a partnership with ACE 
stating that the two organizations intend to work together to support the local cultural sector, 
this being set out as a long-term national partnership (ACE, 2016). This partnership allows for 
Local government to determine strategies, priories and plans within their boroughs and local 
areas, while Arts Council England is responsible for setting a national cultural strategy in 
response to local, national and international opportunities. With these two facets working in 
unison allows for a coordinated approach to deal with funding challenges being faced at both 
a local and national level, as well as ensuring the shared purpose (ACE, 2016).  

Providers  
London in many respects can be seen as the cultural hub of the UK, not to mention being one 
of the largest cultural markets in the world, with 108,125 creative sector organizations being 
located within the capital, this amounting to 20.70% of all creative sector firms within the 
entirety of the UK (Office for National Statistics, 2019b). This figure representing all 
organizations both directly and indirectly associated with the arts or cultural sector, however 
more specifically London is home to 857 art galleries, 215 museums, 320 live music venues 
and 241 theatres, as well as artists’ studios, workshops and countless choirs, dance groups, 
community groups and festivals (London Assembly, 2017). Although London as a whole can 
be seen as a extremely cultural city, there are certain areas within the city, which can be seen 
to be cultural clusters, in which large numbers of artistic and cultural organizations are 
located, this amalgamation of numerous creative businesses and workers in one area allows 
for collaboration and completion with one and other (Mateos-Garcia and Bakhshi, 2016). 
 

The most notable cultural cluster within London would be that of the Westend comprising of 
some 39 for-profit theatres, this cluster being located withing Central London in the Borough 
of Westminster, clustered around Leicester Square, Shaftesbury Avenue, Covent Garden, 
Oxford Circus and Charring Cross (London Theatre, 2020). Although thus far the majority of 
organizations that have been discussed have been of a not-for profit due to discussions 
surrounding external funders, the distinction must be made between the for-profit and not-
for profit in this instance due to the thriving for-profit theatrical market that exists within 
London. The Westend being the area in which the vast majority of for-profit theatres are 
located, these theatres staging a broad range of musicals and plays, including some of the most 
well-known shows such as The Mousetrap, The Lion King, and Les Misérables.   

In regards to cultural clusters, the Westend one of the greatest drivers London’s economy. 
Overall Culture accounts for one in six jobs in London, with cultural attractions are one of the 
primary reasons behind tourism to the city, as cultural tourists spending spend £7.3bn a year, 
supporting 80,000 jobs in the capital (Mayor of London, 2018a).  More specifically 80% of 
visitors to the capital say ‘culture & heritage’ are the reason for their visit and 90% per cent of 
overseas visitors are satisfied after visiting its cultural attractions (London Assembly, 2017; 
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Mayor of London, 2018a). Despite the influx of cultural tourism to the city, the majority of 
these tourists do not venture out of zone one, due to the clustering of cultural providers 
including majority of London’s notable tourist attractions, as well as the entire Westend 
theatre district. Although beneficial in some regards this sever clustering reduces accessibility 
to arts organizations with London due to their congestion and limited availability within the 
outer reaches of the city (Mateos-Garcia and Bakhshi, 2016).  

In light of the majority of London’s cultural providers being located within such a limited 
catchment area, the Mayor of London is aiming to create further cultural clusters and as such 
areas of cultural density outside the reaches of Zone 1 or central London to centre that cultural 
providers are evenly distributed throughout the city (Mayor of London, 2018a). Culture-led 
regeneration projects are already underway within the city, to create cultural clusters and hubs 
within areas and boroughs located within London  Zone 2 to 6, some such projects have 
already resulted in cultural clusters located in zones 2 and 3, such as Waltham Forest, King’s 
Cross as well as the Shoreditch and Hackney regeneration (London Assembly, 2017). The 
cultural development of the Knowledge Quarter in King’s Cross began with public investment 
in transport infrastructure and the establishment of the British Library. Overtime a vast 
number of cultural organizations have opened within the King’s Cross area, now housing 73 
academic, cultural, research, scientific and media organisations, this allowing King’s cross to 
become a destination for tourists and visitors due to the thriving cultural sector now present 
within the area (London Assembly, 2017). Although such culture-led regeneration is not 
without its problems the example of King’s Cross exemplifies the benefits of cultural growth 
within an area in regards to creating a more fruitful and prosperous community due the 
positive health and wellbeing associated with cultural organization, as well as the financial 
benefits encountered by the local economy due to increase footfall and visitation to the area 
(London Assembly, 2017). 

Three new culture-led regeneration projects are underway, one of which is in west London, 
there will be a cultural quarter at Old Oak and Park Royal, this being London’s largest 
transport and regeneration project (Mayor of London, 2018a). Furthermore, a further 
regeneration project is being proposed within the London Borough of Newham, allowing for a 
cultural hub within the Docklands with is currently lacking cultural providers in any great 
numbers (Mayor of London, 2018a). Thirdly a fashion and film district will be created within 
east London, which will create 10,000 jobs in fashion and film. If successful such projects will 
allow for a more even spread of cultural providers and organizations within the GLA, which 
will benefit both visitors and residents in regards to the ease of access, affordability and 
diversity.  

Network organisations  
Both the following organizations can be seen as strongly network orientated in that they have 
small organizational cores in the traditional hierarchical sense but exhibit a strong range of 
partnerships with a range of external bodies. One is a Forum bringing together pre existing 
organizations in a loose amalgamation. 

• A New Direction 
 
This organization is a London-based non-profit working with children in young people 
in order to help then generate opportunities which would allow for the unlocking and 
free expression of their creativity (A New Direction, 2020). Doing so using 
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partnerships across numerous fields including education, culture, the creative 
industries, local government as well as business, to ensure the support of these 
children and young people as well as identifying new areas of inequality and working 
towards change (A New Direction, 2020). 
 

• London Cultural Forum 
 
The London Cultural Forum acts as an amalgamation of officers from all 33 London 
boroughs and authorises, as well as cultural representatives from key cultural 
organizations (London Councils, 2020). The aim of this forum is to discuss and take 
responsibility for a wide range of local cultural services including festivals, workshops 
public art, supporting local arts and cultural organization, as well as creative 
businesses (London Councils, 2020). Further to this the forum aims to develop and 
promote the arts across the capital, share information, identify areas for collaboration, 
as well as ensure there is a clear role for the arts within the wider agenda both in 
London as well as at a national level.  

 
Positioning the case studies  
The above narrative highlights the importance of the diversity of actors across London’s 
cultural ecology. Those who directly engage in cultural activity are of course vital, and both 
local and city government are important. But they are only some of a wide variety of 
organisations that fund, conduct and create linkages between different areas of cultural 
activity within London’s sector. 

We can identify at least three key groups of organisations. First, those which fund and govern 
cultural activity. While some of these are part of elected governments, this makes less 
difference to the scope of their cultural powers and activities than one might assume. Even 
government bodies tend to do most of their cultural work through funding and influence; and 
bodies like the Arts Council wield commensurate power through how they allocate and impose 
conditions upon their funding. Second, those which conduct cultural activity. This group is 
characterised by extensive variation, ranging from large organisations with international 
reputations to individuals working freelance. Finally, a group of organisations dedicated to 
supporting or creating networks among one or both of these groups. This includes large bodies 
like London Funders alongside small, localised bodies attempting to forge improved 
connections within their borough. 

The case studies we will work on will involve organisations from across these levels and 
subdivisions.  
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Appendix 1 – case study based research 
The KCL team typically undertakes case study based research into public service organizations 
– it is, for example, leading on the WP2 (comparative case studies) of the COGOV study. 
Accordingly, we have not generated an extensive quantitative data base for WP 5 but will 
rather build up insights through the analysis of a set of completed cases. 

The stance is consistent with the tenets of organizational process research. This school of 
strategy (Ferlie and Ongaro, 2015) suggests strategy may have an emergent as well as a 
deliberate element and involve a wider cast of actors than just the CEO and senior 
management team (Mintzberg and Waters, 1985). Innovation is here seen as a process which 
may contain important elements of indeterminacy rather than proceeding in a rational, linear 
or staged fashion (Van de Ven et al, 1999). The temporal aspect is important: Pettigrew (2012) 
argues that a core objective of process research is to ‘catch reality in flight’ by looking at how 
behaviours in organizations evolve over time. The link between the organization and its wider 
context is important (the sector; the national political economy) as the context can also affect 
strategy making. Langley (1999) develops a typology of different process methods which can 
be used in empirical investigation. Comparative and longitudinal methods are seen as 
increasing both the external and internal validity of case study based research (Pettigrew, 
1987; Eisenhardt, 1989; Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007) and so contribute to theory building 
and getting beyond atheoretical case description. Rigourous case study designs can also be 
nested or proceed at multiple levels, including the study of interactions between the different 
levels and be applied to public as well as private sector organizations (Pettigrew et al, 1992; 
Ferlie et al, 2013). 
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Appendix 2 – SIC codes used 
The table below illustrates the SIC codes used to define each subsector, and consequently the cultural sector as a whole 

Subsector NAF code Contents of NAF code Corresponding SIC codes used 

Directly cultural activities 

ADMINISTRATI
ON 

ADMIN_CULT_84.
12Z 

Public (supervisory) administration of 
culture 

None – same level of detail not available, so cannot pick out cultural (as 
opposed to other) forms of regulation 

ARCHITECTUR
E 

ARCHI_AA_71.11Z Architecture activities [ARCHI] 71111: Architectural activities 
71112: Urban planning and landscape architectural activities 

ARCHI_AASE_82.9
9Z 

Other business support activities 
[ARCHI] – addition not corresponding 
to the NAF but activity with a sectoral 
link 

N/A – same level of detail not available, so would have to include all 
business support activity 

ARTS 

ART_ACA_90.03B Other artistic creation [ART] 90030: Artistic creation 

ART_CAAP_90.03A Plastic art-related artistic creation 
[ART] 

ART_AP_74.20Z Photographic activities [ART] 

74201: Portrait photographic activities 
74202: Other specialist photography 
74203: Film processing 
74209: Other photographic activities 

ART_ASD_74.10Z Specialized design activities [ART] 
74100: Specialised design activities 

AUDIOVISUAL 

AV_CEMVMS_47.6
3Z 

Retail trade of music and video 
recordings in specialized shops [AV] 

4763: Retail sale of music and video recordings in specialized stores 

AV_DFC_59.13A Motion picture distribution [AV] 59131: Motion picture distribution activities 

AV_ECG_60.20A General-interest channel publishing 
[AV] 

60200: Television programming and broadcasting activities 

AV_ECT_60.20B Thematic channel publishing [AV] 
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Subsector NAF code Contents of NAF code Corresponding SIC codes used 

AV_EDPR_60.10Z Radio program publishing and 
broadcasting [AV] Sector 

AV_EDV_59.13B Video material publishing and 
broadcasting [AV] 

59132: Video distribution activities 

AV_ESEM_59.20Z Sound recording and music publishing 
[AV] 

59200: Sound recording and music publishing activities 

AV_LVD_77.22Z Video and CD rental [AV] 77220: Renting of video tapes and disks 

AV_PFC_59.11C Motion picture production for the film 
industry [AV] 

59111: Motion picture production activities 

AV_PFIP_59.11B Institutional and advertising film 
production [AV] 

59112: Video production activities 

AV_PFT_59.11A Production of films and programs for 
the television [AV] 

59113: Television programme production activities 

AV_PJFC_59.14Z Motion picture screening [AV] 59140: Motion picture projection activities 

AV_PP_59.12Z Motion picture, video and television 
programs production [AV] 

59120: Motion picture, video and television programme post-production 
activities 

AV_MI_25.62B 
Industrial mechanics [AV] – addition 
not corresponding to the NAF, but 
activity with sectoral link 

N/A – same level of detail not available, so would have to include all 
machining 

BOOKS 

LIV_CDLMS_47.61
Z 

Book retail trade in specialized shops 
[LIV] 

47610 : Retail sale of books in specialised stores 

LIV_EL_58.11Z Book publishing [LIV] 58110 : Book publishing 

LIV_TI_74.30Z Translation and interpretation [LIV] 74300 : Translation and interpretation activities 

LIV_AAE_58.19Z Other publishing activities [LIV] – 
especially linked to the digital 

58190: Other publishing activities 

EDUCATION EC_85.52Z Cultural education [*] [EC] 88520: Cultural education 

HERITAGE 
PAT_BA_91.01Z Management of libraries and archives 

[PAT] 
91011 : Library activities 
91012 : Archive activities 

PAT_M_91.02Z Management of museums [PAT] 91020 : Museum activities 
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Subsector NAF code Contents of NAF code Corresponding SIC codes used 

PAT_MH_91.03Z 
Management of historic sites and 
monuments and other similar touristic 
attractions [PAT] 

91030 : Operation of historical sites and buildings and similar visitor 
attractions 

PERFORMING 
ART 

SV_ASSV_90.02Z Performing art support activities [SV] 90020 : Support activities to performing arts 

SV_ASV_90.01Z Performing arts [SV] 90010 : Performing arts 
SV_GSS_90.04Z Performance hall management [SV] 90040 : Operation of arts facilities 

PRESS 

PR_AAP_63.91Z Press agency activities [PR] 63910 : News agency activities 

PR_CDJPS_47.62Z Retail trade of newspaper and 
specialized stationery [PR] 

47620 : Retail sale of newspapers and stationery in specialised stores 

PR_EJ _58.13Z Newspaper publishing [PR] 58130 : Publishing of newspapers 

PR_ERP_58.14Z Journal and magazine publishing [PR] 
58141 : Publishing of learned journals 
58142 : Publishing of consumer, business and professional journals and 
periodicals 

Indirectly cultural activities 

ADVERTISING 

PUB_73.11Z Advertising agency activities [PUB] 73110 : Advertising agencies 

PUB_RPC_70.21Z 

Public relation and communication 
consulting [PUB] – addition not 
corresponding to the NAF but with a 
sectoral link 

70210: Public relations and communication activities 

DIGITAL 

NUM_EJE_58.21Z Electronic game publishing [NUM] 58210 : Publishing of computer games 

NUM_ELSR_58.29
A 

Software and network editing [NUM] 
– addition of this NAF as it is digital 
(all the structures identified do not 
pertain directly to culture but have an 
indirect link = creative industries) 

58290 : Other software publishing 

NUM_ELA_58.29C  
Applicative software editing [NUM] - 
addition of this NAF as it is digital (all 
the structures identified do not pertain 
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Subsector NAF code Contents of NAF code Corresponding SIC codes used 

directly to culture but have an indirect 
link = creative industries) 

NUM_ELDL_58.29
B 

Development and language software 
tools editing [NUM] - addition of this 
NAF as it is digital (all the structures 
identified do not pertain directly to 
culture but have an indirect link = 
creative industries) 

NUM_ERFA_58.12
Z 

Address file and directory editing 
[NUM] - addition of this NAF as it is 
digital (all the structures identified do 
not pertain directly to culture but have 
an indirect link = creative industries) 

58120 : Publishing of directories and mailing lists 

NUM_PI_62.01Z 

Computer programming [NUM] - 
addition of this NAF as it is digital (all 
the structures identified do not pertain 
directly to culture but have an indirect 
link = creative industries) 

62011 : Ready-made interactive leisure and entertainment software 
development 
62012 : Business and domestic software development 

NUM_CSLI_62.02A
   

Computer software and system 
consulting [NUM] - addition of this 
NAF as it is digital (all the structures 
identified do not pertain directly to 
culture but have an indirect link = 
creative industries) 

62020 : Computer consultancy activities 

NUM_TMSAI_62.0
2B 

Third party maintenance of computer 
systems and applications [NUM] - 
addition of this NAF as it is digital (all 
the structures identified do not pertain 
directly to culture but have an indirect 
link = creatives industries) 

NUM_GII_62.03Z IT facilities management [NUM] - 
addition of this NAF as it is digital (all 

62030 : Computer facilities management activities 
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Subsector NAF code Contents of NAF code Corresponding SIC codes used 

the structures identified do not pertain 
directly to culture but have an indirect 
link = creatives industries) 

NUM_AAI_62.09Z 

Other IT activities [NUM] - addition of 
this NAF as it is digital (all the 
structures identified do not pertain 
directly to culture but have an indirect 
link = creatives industries) 

62090 : Other information technology and computer service activities 

OTHERS 

AU_AO_94.99Z Other organizations (voluntary-
association) [AU] 

94990 : Activities of other membership organisations nec 

AU_AARL_93.29Z   Other recreational and leisure 
activities [AU] 

93290 : Other amusement and recreation activities 

AU_APAPT_93.21Z  Amusement and theme park activities 
[AU] 

93210 : Activities of amusement parks and theme parks 

 

 


